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Jabra business solutions

Jabra headsets combine the latest design and technology to give you superb quality and comfort. whether your priority is optimal sound for 

a contact center, clear wireless calls at work or quality audio in video conferencing, you’re sure to find a high-performing, innovative Jabra 

solution that meets your needs.

Jabra background

brought to you by Jabra

Jabra is a brand by gN Netcom – one of the world’s leading  

and fastest growing suppliers of hands-free communications  

solutions. building on its long tradition of innovation, Jabra 

develops, manufactures and markets a broad range of wireless 

headsets for mobile users and wireless and corded headsets for 

contact centers and office-based users. 

enhancing the user experience

our development focus continues to be enhancing the user  

experience. as a result, we have delivered several groundbreaking 

innovations in recent years. for example, the first ever headset 

with a touch screen base was launched in 2009, making set-

up and call handling simpler and more intuitive than ever.  our 

pioneering sound technologies, such as Noise blackout™ and 

noise-canceling microphones, ensure that users enjoy the highest 

quality communication even in noisy environments. 

Jabra and unified communications 

Uc solutions make it possible for companies to reduce it,  

telephony and travel costs. they enhance productivity and 

streamline communications for the end user. enabling a com-

mon communications interface, Uc solutions also support green 

initiatives such as working from home and remote cooperation 

between virtual teams. Jabra makes significant investments in the 

development of Uc solutions, introducing new technologies such 

as wideband sound, which are invaluable in the Uc environment. 

all our solutions are compatible with all leading Uc vendors.

strategic alliance programs

Jabra has established strategic alliances with key players in  

traditional desk phone solutions and Uc applications. these  

alliances have enabled us to develop and co-develop several  

compatible and integrated solutions while continuing to add value 

to our offering. as a result, we are able to deliver superb solutions 

which are unrivalled for user experience in the headset industry.   

some of our strategic alliance partners are: aastra, alcatel-Lucent, 

avaya/Nortel, cisco, ibm, microsoft, Polycom, siemens and toshiba.

 

award winning innovations

what makes it possible for Jabra to repeatedly introduce such 

high quality, groundbreaking products? one contributing factor 

is that Jabra has its own research facilities in denmark. Using a 

variety of different test facilities, the company’s developers use 

this facility to conduct tests on the sound technologies of new 

headsets. 

over the years, the Jabra brand has received numerous product 

and design awards, including the frost & sullivan customer Value 

enhancement award, Network Products guide: 2010 best in  

Unified communications, if Product design award, customer 

interaction solutions: Product of the Year, good design, tmc 2009 

communications solutions Product of the Year, Popular science 

and more.
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tHe benefits of Jabra Headsets

Jabra user types

respondents were allowed to provide more than one answer
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 - corridor warriors – professionals who spend more 

time in the office than on the road. they need to 

work around the office to perform 

 - Uses the desk phone at the office along with the 

mobile phone and occasionally pc softphone 

 - Headsets need to comply with the requirements of 

the traditional office user in terms of audio quality, 

usability, wearing comfort and range 

 - desk centric workers – office professionals and 

contact center workers, who spend most of their 

time in the office, at their desk, on the phone 

 - Uses desk phone and/or Pc softphone 

 - Headsets need to comply with the requirements of 

the traditional office user in terms of audio quality, 

usability and wearing comfort 

 - mobile warriors – professionals who spend more 

time on the road than in the office. they need to 

be able to work anywhere to perform 

 - Uses the headset in the office as well as outside 

of the office, primary phone is the mobile phone 

 - Headsets need to comply with the requirements 

of the advanced mobile user in terms of mobility, 

usability and design 

2. more hands-free working

working hands-free is not only liberating for the employee but it 

helps improve the company’s bottom line, too. while the user is 

taking a call via a headset they have both hands free to do other 

things, such as type documents, make notes or retrieve files. more 

productive employees mean less time is wasted.

3. mobility 

wireless headsets go one step further since employees can move 

around the office while talking. the Jabra portfolio of wireless 

headsets have a range of up to 150m/450ft, (dependent on device 

chosen), allowing staff to visit colleagues, sit away from their desk 

or retrieve files or print-outs while on a call. the ability to answer a 

call while on the move ensures a minimum of call backs. 

4. significant efficiency gains 

Productivity increases with a headset, partly because employees  

can multitask while talking and partly because they’re more  

comfortable. both these factors contribute to improved customer  

relations, increased employee satisfaction and reduced staff turn-

over.

results from a Jabra study of efficiency gains concluded that 

using a headset 8-out-of-10 employees have experienced 

increased productivity by replacing their handset with a Jabra 

headset.* this is an important finding as increased employee 

productivity can mean an increase in profits.  better working 

processes and increased personal comfort provide improved 

customer relations and better employee satisfaction. other  

findings from the study include: 

1. improved ergonomics

Using a headset eliminates the strain caused by cradling a handset 

between the shoulder and ear - and makes talking on the phone 

more comfortable. with 57% of employees surveyed complaining 

of back, neck or shoulder problems at work, Jabra headsets could 

obviously make a real difference. designed for all-day wear, they 

guarantee comfort, even for those in phone intensive roles.

Jabra user types
Professionals have different communication needs depending on 

their situations. some people are based solely at their desks,  

others move throughout the office, while some employees need the 

freedom to work wherever they want. what’s common for all these 

people is the need for a solution that is tailored to their specific 

needs – a solution that increases their productivity while provid-

ing optimal performance and comfort. to match the right headset 

to the right user, it’s important to assess the needs and working 

behavior of the individual. at Jabra, we have headsets for virtually  

every type of work style, industry, profession and office environ-

ment. and to make it easier to choose the right headset, we have 

defined 3 main user types that help narrow the range of relevant 

headsets.

the quality and design of the Jabra headsets are unmatched: 

durability 

Jabra headsets are reliable and built to last. every headset is sub-

ject to extensive testing, everything from cable flexing over boom 

arm rotations to acoustic tests. their reliability saves you replace-

ment costs and time lost on repairs.

sound clarity  

Jabra headsets incorporate the finest in acoustic technology which 

ensures consistent sound clarity. all headsets feature Peakstop™ 

technology in order to protect the user against sudden harmful 

high peaks. a noise-canceling microphone ensures that others can 

hear you clearly.

security   

all Jabra wireless office headsets encrypt the signal between the 

headset and base digitally. this guarantees confidentiality so you 

can talk freely, safe in the knowledge that the only people listening 

are the ones you’ve called.
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unified communications
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the use of a headset is  
the first and most  
important step in improving 
the performance of  
softphones.

Headsets will become  
essential communication 
tools for collaborators and 
could become mandatory, 
because of health and 
safety policies.

gartner research:

improve the Performance of Your softphones for Unified communications september 2009

unified communications in brief

Unified communications (Uc) integrates multiple collaborative ap-

plications such as telephony, audio and video conferencing, email 

and instant messaging under a common user interface. by adding 

a presence indicator and click to call, colleagues always know when 

and how you can be contacted. the end result is an increase in 

workplace productivity and a reduction in telephony charges and 

travel expenses.

advantages to users

Uc gives users the potential to communicate freely with the same 

pool of data (phone numbers, email addresses, etc.) through a Uc 

client or end point. applications can be integrated into a single in-

terface, including fixed and mobile voice, e-mail, messaging, video, 

and iP telephony. a presence indicator, connected to applications 

such as your calendar, email and collaboration applications, gives 

real time updates on your status and availability to colleagues and 

vice versa.

the combination of a common interface and greatly improved 

sound quality – enabled by wideband sound in the Uc application 

and accessed via the user’s Jabra wideband headset - increases the 

user’s sense of proximity, regardless of location. this makes work-

ing at a distance easy and promotes cooperation between virtual 

teams, effectively reducing the need to travel. 

headsets as part of a uc system 

audio end-points, i.e. headsets, play a central role in the Uc-enabled 

world. Jabra audio endpoints provide a high quality, consistent 

audio experience with true wideband sound. they have been tried 

and tested to work with leading Uc and VoiP platforms, ensuring 

an intuitive user experience for customers. as office audio evolves 

to include voice, audio, web and video conferencing, Jabra aims to 

deliver solutions that are easy to set up, manage and use.   

product overview

link to headset desk
phones

soft
phones

mobile
phones

Jabra Pro™ 9470 • • 

Jabra Pro™ 9465 duo • • 

Jabra Pro™ 9460 • •

Jabra Pro™ 9460 duo • •

Jabra go™ 6470 • • 

Jabra go™ 6430 • 

Jabra gN9350e • •

Jabra gN9330e Usb •

link to headset desk
phones

soft
phones

mobile
phones

Jabra go™ 660 • 

Jabra biZ™ 2400 Usb • 

Jabra gN2000 Usb •

Jabra biZ™ 1900 Usb •

Jabra biZ™ 620 •

Jabra diaL™ 520 Usb •

Jabra sPeak™ 410 •

 connects to mobile phones via Bluetooth®
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office solutions
product overview

link to headset desk
phones

soft
phones

mobile
phones

Jabra Pro™ 9470 • • 

Jabra Pro™ 9465 duo • • 

Jabra Pro™ 9460 • •

Jabra Pro™ 9460 duo • •

Jabra go™ 6470 • • 

Jabra go™ 6430 • 

Jabra gN9350e • •

Jabra gN9330e •

Jabra gN9330e Usb •

Jabra go™ 660 • 

Jabra gN9120 midi •

Jabra gN9120 flex •

Jabra gN9120 micro •

link to headset desk
phones

soft
phones

mobile
phones

Jabra gN9120 duo •

Jabra biZ™ 2400 •  

Jabra biZ™2400 Usb • 

Jabra gN2100 •  

Jabra gN2000 •  

Jabra gN2000 Usb •

Jabra biZ™ 1900 •  

Jabra biZ™ 1900 Usb •

Jabra biZ™ 620 •

Jabra diaL™ 520 Usb •

Jabra sPeak™  410 •

   connects to mobile phones with Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe cords

   connects to softphones with Jabra LiNk™ 220/280

 connects to mobile phones via Bluetooth®

mobility - work where you want  

true productivity comes from real mobility. more and more office 

professionals spend time away from their desk. in a typical day 

that could mean hot desking, going to and from meetings, asking 

colleagues for information or even working from home using a Uc 

platform or VPN. all this sets high demands on the equipment they 

use.

to stay on top of an ever-growing flow of information,  

today’s office professionals use a combination of technologies,  

including desk phone, softphone and mobile phone to increase 

their efficiency. more and more companies are migrating to Uc  

platforms, taking advantage of the ability to streamline  

communication via applications such as voice, email, video  

conferencing, etc. Jabra is in the forefront of this development 

with a complete portfolio of multiuse-headsets – ready for the  

Uc future.

needs meet trends

a single, compatible, multiuse headset provides office  

professionals the means to work from all their phone systems  

in any location simultaneously. comfort, clear sound, complete  

call control and the ability to conference via the headset make 

people’s jobs easier, more productive and more enjoyable. 

8 9Jabra solutions Jabra solutionspoascwuci



contact center solutions
convenient and cost-efficient, iP telephony now dominates the 

contact center domain.

traditionally, contact center agents have been using corded 

headsets. Now, using wireless headsets, contact center workers 

can move freely around the workplace, enabling them to be more 

productive and increasing their call rate. Jabra provides a complete 

range of corded and wireless headsets that meet all professional 

demands.

work remotely

Uc platforms give people the freedom to work from remote  

locations, rather than from a huge contact center. People can now 

work from anywhere – all they need is an internet connection.

 

work smarter

when professionals spend all day on the phone, they need a du-

rable and comfortable headset with crystal clear audio. complying 

with noise-at-work legislation is a must in many places.

Headsets with ultra-soft ear cushions and features like wideband 

sound, noise blackout systems and safetone technologies for noise 

protection all help contact center workers to multitask with maxi-

mum efficiency.
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product overview

link to headset desk
phones

soft
phones

mobile
phones

Jabra Pro™ 9465 duo • • 

Jabra Pro™ 9460 • •

Jabra Pro™ 9460 duo • •

Jabra gN9350e • •

Jabra gN9120 flex •

Jabra gN9120 duo •

link to headset desk
phones

soft
phones

mobile
phones

Jabra biZ™ 2400 •  

Jabra gN2100 •  

Jabra gN2000 •  

Jabra biZ™ 1900 •  

Jabra biZ™ 1900 Usb •

   connects to mobile phones with Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe cords

   connects to softphones with Jabra LiNk™ 220/280

 connects to mobile phones via Bluetooth®

poascwuci



traditional desk telephone

mobile telephone

pc via usb

several devices

 uc specifications
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better sound

sound and customer service go hand in hand. You need to hear 

what’s being said, and they need to hear you. but if your  

conversation is constantly interrupted by “could you repeat that, 

please?” satisfaction can quickly give way to frustration.

noise-canceling technologies

Unwanted background noise when you are speaking in a noisy  

environment (a contact center, for example, or outdoors on a 

windy day) is always a problem. therefore, Jabra has developed 

Noise blackout™. Using a sophisticated digital signal processing 

algorithm, our headsets separate sound coming from two differ-

ent built-in microphones. this lets them distinguish sounds coming 

from two different directions – your mouth, and everything else – 

and cancel the sounds that are not relevant.

to get the most from your headset investment, it’s important to consider the individual requirements of potential users. different 

people within the same company often have different needs, and therefore require different headsets. the choice depends on a  

variety of factors, such as the amount of time spent on the phone, the kind of job you do, whether or not the office is open plan or 

private and which type of phone you’re using. follow the four simple steps listed at the right to find the best solution for yourself  

and your business.

narrowband/wideband sound

traditional landline telephony is limited to 300-3,400 Hz. but 

with the advent of softphone applications the frequency range is 

dramatically increased. that’s why Jabra offers full wideband units 

that go from 150-6,800 Hz. and if you want to use other Pc  

applications when you’re not speaking to someone, we can even 

provide true hi-fi receivers featuring frequency response from  

80-15,000 Hz.

You spend most time  

in the office, at the desk, 

on the phone. 

You spend more time in the  

office than on the road. You  

need to work around the 

office to perform.   

You spend more time on 

the road than in the office. 

You need to be able to work 

anywhere to perform. 

step 1

which type of user are you?

connection to a telephone landline  

(traditional desk telephone)

the headset can be connected to the telephone  

in several different ways.

connection to a mobile phone

Bluetooth® headsets can be linked to a Bluetooth- 

compatible mobile phone by wireless connection,  

enabling the user to take and finish calls directly  

on the headset. corded headsets can be connected via a Jabra 

LiNk™ mobiLe cord.

connection to a pc via usb

Headsets and Usb enablers equipped with a  

Usb plug can be connected to a Pc very easily.

simultaneous connection to several devices

multiuse headsets can be connected to several

different telephones simultaneously, enabling

the user, for example, to accept calls to the

landline and the mobile.

step 2

what device do you need to connect with?

to ensure that your headset solution is compatible with your phone 

system, please consider your connectivity needs. if unsure, please 

contact your Jabra reseller for advice.

compliance with uc specifications

wireless models offer wideband audio and are  

equipped with a Usb plug; most models offer  

special functions available via the Uc provider.  

corded models with wideband available.

step 3 

does your telephone device offer wideband?

 - if your device offers wideband audio, we recommend you choose 

our Uc ready corded or wireless solutions with wideband support

step 4 

do you need a wireless or corded headset?

corded headset solutions are suitable if:

 - You only ever work at your desk.

 - You want the best possible inbound sound quality in one or both 

ears.

 - You want Hi-fi stereo quality.

wireless headset solutions are ideal if:

 - You want the freedom to work at your desk and move around the 

office. 

 - You like to grab a cup of coffee, get the paper in the printer or go 

and consult with a colleague without missing a call. 

 - You want a sleek, attractive headset design without cords. 

 - You see the need for multi-unit conferencing capability

traditional, single-office environment with 

low to no background noise

shared office or open office environment 

where background noise is present

Very noisy environments such as customer 

service or contact centers where background  

noise often interferes with your calls

step 5

how noisy is your workplace?

office environments can be quiet, but more often they are not! 

that’s why Jabra has developed a range of microphones for profes-

sional users. which of the descriptions to the right best describes 

the environment you work in?

we offer three different business-grade microphones to ensure your 

voice is transmitted clearly, no matter what kind of environment you 

work in.

 - omni-directional microphone - ideal for use in most normal office 

environments

 - Noise-canceling microphone - great for use in noisier, open office 

environments

 - Ultra noise-canceling microphone  - ideal for use in very noisy envi-

ronments where background noise can interfere with your calls and 

if colleagues are seated close to each other

desk centric office centric mobile centric

Quiet

 moderately noisy

 noisy

cHoose tHe  
rigHt Headset

Listen to Noise blackout™ demo 

Listen to wideband sound demo 
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Headset comparison guide
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category

Headset for desk phones • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Headset for Pc applications      •  • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Headset for mobile telephony           

solutions with wideband* • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

mobility

corded • • • • • • • • • • •

wireless • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

multiuse • • • • • • • • • •

sound experience

Noisy • • • • •

moderately noisy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Quiet • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

sound in one ear • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

sound in both ears • • • • • • • • • • • •

wearing style

Headband • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  • • • • • • •

earhook • • • • • • • • • • • • •

earloop •

Neckband • • •    •  

in the ear • • •

Handset •

speakerphone •

 connects to mobile phones with Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe cords

 connects to softphones with Jabra LiNk™ 220/280

 connects to mobile phones via Bluetooth®

 optional extra accessory

*  corded Qd models with wideband available

save time and money  
WitH a Jabra Headset
boost productivity

when your employees start using a headset, your company will 

experience an immediate productivity boost. that’s because with 

a headset, multi-tasking is suddenly not only possible, but easy 

and comfortable too! overall employee satisfaction increases in 

proportion to comfort. Your employees save time, your company 

saves money and before long, the headset solution has paid for 

itself.

gain 7.5 minutes per hour!

combining the findings of four separate studies, we calculated 

the average amount of time saved when using a wireless head-

set*. once rounded down to compensate for any inaccuracies, the 

result came to 7.5 minutes saved per hour spent on the phone. in 

reality the impact could be even greater.

calculate your own roi

Using our roi calculator, you can define your own time savings  

according to your type of headset, headset price and daily rou-

tines. the roi calculator is a tool built by Jabra to make it easy 

for you to calculate the payback time for a headset. all you have 

to do is key in the type and price of your headset, your average 

monthly salary and an estimate of your daily talk time. then the 

average roi will appear. 

if you wish, you can adjust a range of parameters to make the  

calculation as precise as possible. among other things, you can  

add a time savings for the parameter “easier Uc & multiuse”. when 

using a multiuse headset, you save time by not having to look for 

your mobile, or switch from your office headset to your mobile 

headset when a call comes in. although this parameter has not yet 

been surveyed, experience suggests it also plays an important role.

based on your information, the tool will calculate the number of 

days until your company recovers its investment. try it out for your-

self here! www.jabra.com/roi

* for details on the four studies, go to www.jabra.com/roi and 

download our roi backgrounder

14 15Jabra solutions Jabra solutions

Headset comparison guide
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Wireless Headsets
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many business people are spending less and less time at their desks. the demands of a successful business require employees to 

interact and cooperate with different departments and teams, and this often involves moving around. wireless capabilities provide 

availability and freedom of movement. now you can stay in control of your communications without being chained to your desk.

Jabra Pro™ 9465 duo

stay in toucH 
around tHe office.
 - User-friendly touch screen for easy call control

 - triple connectivity: desk phone, softphone and mobile phone

 - easy installation with smartsetup wizard

 - wideband sound for desk and softphones

 - Noise-canceling microphone and digital signal Processing

 - full hearing protection with Jabra safetone

 - Up to 150 meters wireless range

 - Up to 11 hours talk time

 - full eHs support

 - future-proof investment - free product upgrades via Jabra Pc suite

Jabra Pro™ 9470 

stay in toucH  
around tHe office.
 - User-friendly touch screen for easy call control

 - triple connectivity: desk phone, softphone and mobile phone

 - easy installation with smartsetup wizard

 - wideband sound for desk and softphones

 - dual-microphone Noise blackout™ and digital signal Processing

 - full hearing protection with Jabra safetone

 - Up to 150 meters wireless range

 - Up to 9 hours talk time

 - full eHs support

 - future-proof investment - free product upgrades via Jabra Pc suite

 - choice of 3 wearing styles for greater comfort

Jabra wireless headsets consistently deliver high quality sound up 

to 150 m/450 ft from your desk. this means you can move freely 

between your office and meeting rooms, using just one headset 

for all your calls. Your hands are always free, making it possible to 

search for documents, make copies or enter data on your Pc while 

talking. the headset lets you provide better service to customers 

and reduce the amount of time wasted on calling people back. 

Jabra wireless solutions give you unsurpassed freedom of  

movement – around the office, on the road – or both.  

Jabra go™ 6400 serieswireless headsets Jabra gN9300e seriesJabra Pro™ 9400 series Jabra gN9120 series

TM TM
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Jabra go™ 6430

stay in toucH 
WHerever you go.
 - dual connectivity: softphone and mobile phone

 - easy installation with smartsetup wizard

 - wideband sound for softphone

 - dual-microphone Noise blackout™ and digital signal Processing

 - full hearing protection with Jabra safetone

 - Up to 100 meters wireless Bluetooth® range (25 m for mobile phone)

 - Up to 6 hours talk time

 - touch sensor volume/mute control

 - Usb Bluetooth® adapter and travel charger included

 - choice of 3 wearing styles for greater comfort

Jabra go™ 6470

stay in toucH 
WHerever you go.
 - User-friendly touch screen for easy call control

 - triple connectivity: desk phone, softphone and mobile phone

 - easy installation with smartsetup wizard

 - wideband sound for desk and softphones

 - dual-microphone Noise blackout™ and digital signal Processing

 - full hearing protection with Jabra safetone

 - Up to 100 meters wireless Bluetooth® range (25 m for mobile phone)

 - Up to 6 hours talk time

 - full eHs support

 - future-proof investment - free product upgrades via Jabra Pc suite

 - choice of 3 wearing styles for greater comfort

Jabra Pro™ 9460

stay in toucH 
around tHe office.
 - User-friendly touch screen for easy call control

 - dual connectivity: desk and softphone

 - easy installation with smartsetup wizard

 - wideband sound

 - Noise-canceling microphone and digital signal Processing

 - full hearing protection with Jabra safetone

 - Up to 150 meters wireless range

 - Up to 11 hours talk time

 - full eHs support

 - future-proof investment - free product upgrades via Jabra Pc suite

 - choice of mono/duo versions

Jabra gN9350e

style and superior sound.
wireLess desk aNd iP teLePHoNY

 - dual connectivity: desk and softphone

 - wideband sound for softphones

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - enhanced sound and protection with dsP and intellitone™

 - Up to 120 meters wireless range

 - Up to 9 hours talk time; optional hot-swappable battery

 - full eHs support

 - intuitive to use with Lcd display for easy setup of personal sound preferences

 - multi-unit conferencing capability

 - choice of 3 wearing styles for greater comfort

Jabra gN9330e

ligHtWeigHt comfort. 
Wireless productivity.
 - stylish, lightweight design

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - Up to 120 meters wireless range

 - Up to 9 hours talk time; optional hot-swappable battery

 - full eHs support

 - choice of 3 wearing styles for greater comfort

TM

TM
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Jabra gN9120 micro

stylisH design.
exceptional Wireless range.
 - award-winning design

 - Up to 150 meters wireless range

 - Up to 12 hours talk time

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - multi-unit conferencing capability

 - choice of 2 wearing styles for greater comfort

Jabra gN9120 flex

outstanding clarity. 
exceptional Wireless range.
 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - Up to 150 meters wireless range

 - Up to 12 hours talk time

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - multi-unit conferencing capability

 - choice of 2 wearing styles for greater comfort

Jabra gN9120 midi

aWard-Winning design.
exceptional Wireless range.
 - award-winning design

 - Up to 150 meters wireless range

 - Up to 12 hours talk time

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - multi-unit conferencing capability

 - choice of 2 wearing styles for greater comfort

Jabra gN9120 duo

tWice tHe clarity. 
exceptional Wireless range.
 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - Up to 150 meters wireless range

 - Up to 12 hours talk time

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - multi-unit conferencing capability

 - great listening accuracy with dual earpieces

Jabra gN9330e Usb

superior sound and comfort. 
Wireless ip telepHony.
 - stylish, lightweight design

 - wideband sound

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - Up to 120 meters wireless range

 - Up to 6 hours talk time; optional hot-swappable battery

 - choice of 2 wearing styles for greater comfort

Jabra go™ 660

noise blackout™ and  
crystal-clear sound.
 - dual connectivity: softphone and mobile phone

 - dual-microphone Noise blackout™ and digital signal Processing

 - Up to 10 meters range between Usb Bluetooth® adapter and 

headset

 - Up to 5.5 hours talk time, 250 hours stand-by

 - automatic volume control secures crystal-clear sound in noisy 

environments

 - including plug-and-play Jabra LiNk 320 Usb Bluetooth® adapter 

for Pc connectivity and Jabra Pc suite

 - compact size and all-day comfort with Ultimate-fit eargel™

TM
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corded 
Headsets

TM
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Jabra corded headsets provide the very best frequency response.  

enjoy superb call clarity when you are on the phone. and get more  

out of your pc applications when you’re not. with our wide selection  

of wearing styles and microphone technologies, you can be both  

comfortable and productive when working hands-free.

Jabra biZ™ 2400 Usb 

tHe ultimate corded  
user experience.
 - Hi-fi audio quality audio with Neodymium speakers

 - gold contacts for crystal-clear voice transmission

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - full hearing protection with Jabra safetone

 - break-proof boom with 360–degree-plus rotation

 - surgical steel details for maximum strength

 - kevlar-reinforced cord for maximum strength

 - clothing clip with id tag

 - Usb toggle wheel and programmable softbuttons

-- Bluetooth®-connection for mobile phone

 - supersoft ear cushions

 - 3-year warranty

Jabra biZ™ 2400 series

tHe ultimate corded  
user experience.
 - superior audio with Neodymium speakers

 - gold contacts for crystal-clear voice transmission

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - break-proof boom with 360–degree-plus rotation

 - surgical steel details for maximum strength

 - kevlar-reinforced cord for maximum strength

 - clothing clip with id tag

 - supersoft ear cushions and choice of 3 wearing styles

 - 3-year warranty

Jabra biZ™ 620 series Jabra gN2000 seriesJabra biZ™ 2400 seriescorded headsets Jabra diaL™ 520 UsbJabra gN2100 series Jabra biZ™ 1900 series

poascwuci
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Jabra biZ™ 620

best value professional Headset 
for enHanced uc experience.
 - simple, value for money professional corded headset solution for Unified communications

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - wideband sound

 - inline call controls: answer/end calls, adjust volume and mute the microphone

 - choice of mono/duo versions

Jabra gN2000 Usb

designed to perform.
built to last.
 - robust design for day-after-day durability

 - wideband sound

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - inline call controls: answer/end calls, adjust volume and mute the 

microphone

Jabra biZ™ 1900 Usb

simple to use.  
value-line usb solution.
 - optimized for the cost-conscious contact center

 - Lightweight, sturdy design and professional quality

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - wideband sound

 - inline call controls: adjust volume and mute the microphone

 - choice of mono/duo versions

 - Leatherette ear cusions

Jabra gN2000

designed to perform.
built to last.
 - robust design for day-after-day durability

 - choice of noise cancelling or omni-directional microphone

 - choice of flex boom arm or soundtube

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - Large ear-cushions for extra comfort

 - optimized for contact center use

Jabra biZ™ 1900

simple to use.
value-line solution.
 - optimized for the cost-conscious contact center

 - Lightweight, sturdy design and professional quality

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - choice of mono/duo versions

 - Leatherette ear cusions

Jabra gN2100

ultraligHt design.
unsurpassed quality. 
 - Ultra lightweight award-winning design

 - choice of boom arms and noise-canceling microphones for optimum voice quality

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - four wearing styles for individual all-day comfort

 - choice of mono/duo versions plus wide range of accessories

Jabra diaL™ 520 Usb

usb Handset for  
unified communications.
 - ease the transition to Unified communications

 - wideband sound

 - Plug-and-play usability with leading Uc applications

 - dedicated answer/end and mute buttons

 - Lcd display showing numbers dialed

 - small dialpad and slim design for easy portability

Jabra gN2000 iP/Jabra LiNk™ 280

flexible migration to  
unified communications.
 - dual connectivity: softphone and mobile phone

 - wideband sound

 - Noise-canceling microphone

 - Hearing protection with Peakstop™ technology

 - inline call controls: answer/end calls, adjust volume and mute the microphone

 - connect Jabra gN2000 to desk phone using optional Jabra gN1200 adapter

poascwuci
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improve the quality and efficiency of your virtual meetings. a Jabra 

speakerphone is the perfect solution for spontaneous conferencing 

and collaboration at your desk, in small meeting rooms or on the road. 

lightweight design and integrated cable management ensure easy 

portability and operation. all you need is an internet connection and a 

laptop with your uc application.

Jabra sPeak™ 410

your portable 
uc conference room.
 - ideal for one-to-one and small-group conference calls

 - wideband sound

 - built-in call controls: answer/end calls, adjust volume and  

mute the microphone

 - slim and compact, delivered with travel case

 - built-in ringer

 - built-in headset port for private calls

speakerphones

poascwuci
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audio enhancers, uc enablers, remote call control adapters – in short, everything 

you need to tailor your headset to your needs. 

Jabra gN8210

great sound quality. 
digital acoustic protection.
 - the first headset amplifier solution using dsP for reducing noise on incoming calls

 - Unsurpassed digital protection against sudden volume peaks

 - automatically keeps incoming volume at user defined level

 - works with virtually any desk phone

 - improved software for better user experience

 - works with all professional corded Jabra Qd-headsets

 - compliant with Noise-at-work legislation in eU and aUs (tt4 & g616)

Jabra gN8000

enHanced sound.  
better acoustic protection.
 - the multi-purpose amplifier improves usability and adds safety 

to your headset

 - wide range of built-in features

 -  connects easily to your telephone 

 -  compatible – suitable for use with almost any type of telephone

 - Variant for use with both traditional telephony and 

Pc-based iP telephony (Jabra gN8050)

 - works with all professional corded Jabra Qd-headsets 

audio enhancers Uc enablers remote call control

poascwuci



amplifiersJabra link™ mobile

Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe 8800-00-83

Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe 8800-00-84Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe 8800-00-76

Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe 8800-00-82

Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe 8800-00-87

Jabra LiNk™ mobiLe 8800-00-86

Jabra gN1216

simple connectivity.
more freedom of cHoice.
 - simple connectivity to avaya one-x® deskphone 9600 and 1600 series

 - connects to all Jabra corded Qd headsets

 - microphone volume setting to ensure proper compatibility

 - choice of straight or coiled cord

Jabra gN1200

simple connectivity.  
greater convenience.
 - works with most desk phones including iP hard phones

 - connects to all Jabra corded Qd headsets

 - microphone amplification to boost transmit levels when connecting to low 

transmit volume phone systems

 - simple slide adjustment for easy setup

 - choice of straight or coiled cord

Jabra LiNk mobiLe is a series of connection cords that allow you 

to use your mobile phone together with a professional corded Quick  

disconnect (Qd) Jabra headset from gN Netcom.

the cords offer simple plug-and-play connectivity. there is no need 

for pairing like with a Bluetooth device. Just plug the cord into your 

mobile phone and you are ready to talk! Jabra LiNk mobiLe cords 

feature in-line control buttons to answer/end calls. the cords  

connect to virtually all professional corded Jabra headsets with a 

Qd interface, including Jabra biZ™ 1900, Jabra gN2000 and  

Jabra biZ™ 2400.

ultimate sound and call comfort

designed for all-day use in offices and contact centers, corded Qd 

Jabra headsets offer the ultimate in audio performance, comfort 

and durability. moreover, you will benefit from Peakstop™ hearing 

protection and unrivalled ultra noise-canceling technology. in fact, 

corded Qd Jabra headsets combat background noise so effectively 

that you can do a mobile phone call from a busy hotel lobby – and 

sound like you are in a quiet office!

compatible with leading brands of mobile phones

Jabra LiNk mobiLe cords are available for a wide range of mobile 

phone brands including blackberry, Htc, iPhone, Nokia, samsung, 

siemens and sony ericsson. see Jabra compatibility overview or  

consult your Jabra sales manager or distributor for the right solution.

Jabra gN1220

simple connectivity.  
coNVeNieNt Noise-at-work comPLiaNce.

 - safeguards your hearing and helps comply with the strict Noise-at-work legislation

 - works with most desk phones including iP hard phones

 - microphone amplification when required

 - simple 8-position slide adjustment means no need for a user manual  

(Qdto rJ9 variant only)  
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Jabra LiNk™14201-09

Jabra eHs adapter  
for aLcateL PHoNes.

 - eHs adapter enabling electronic Hook switch control (eHs) for alcatel 8-series  

(iP) and 9-series (Ua) phones

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume and  

mute the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters away from  

their desk (wireless range depending on headset selected)

 - Plug-and-play solution; no mechanical device needed 

 - compatible with the following alcatel phones: alcatel 8-series(iP) –  

iP touch 4028, 4038 and 4068. 9-series (Ua) 4029 and 4039

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets: Jabra Pro 9400 series,  

Jabra go 6470, Jabra gN9350e, Jabra gN9330e, Jabra gN9120 eHs* and  

Jabra gN9125 series  

* Versions that support msH eHs mode.

Jabra LiNk™ 14201-10

Jabra eHs adapter
dHsg cord soLUtioN.

 - eHs adapter enabling electronic Hook switch control (eHs) for a wide range of 

desk phones models from (aastra, agfeo, auerswald, funkwerk, innovaphone, 

siemens, snom, swyk, deutche telecom, tiptel and ipitomy).

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume and 

mute the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters away from 

their desk (wireless range depending on headset selected)

 - Plug-and-play solution; no mechanical device needed

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets:  

Jabra Pro 9400 series, Jabra go 6470, Jabra gN9350e, Jabra gN9330e,  

Jabra gN9120 eHs* and Jabra gN9125 series 

* Versions that support dHsg eHs mode.

Jabra LiNk™ 14201-16

Jabra eHs adapter  
for cisco UNified iP PHoNes.

 - eHs adapter enabling electronic Hook switch control (eHs) for  

cisco Unified iP phones

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume and 

mute the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters away from 

their desk (wireless range depending on headset selected)

 - Plug-and-play solution; no mechanical device needed

 - compatible with the following cisco Unified iP phones: 7942g, 7945g, 7962g, 

7965g and 7975g. these phones have the cisco HHc - Headset Hookswitch 

control interface for Jabra wireless office headsets

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets: Jabra gN9350e,  

Jabra gN9330e, Jabra gN9120 eHs* and Jabra gN9125 series 

* Versions that support dHsg eHs mode.

Jabra LiNk™ 14201-19/14201-20

Jabra eHs adapters  
for aVaYa PHoNes.
 

 - eHs adapters enabling electronic Hook switch control (eHs) for a wide 

range of avaya phones*

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume and 

mute the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters away from 

their desk (wireless range depending on headset selected)

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets:  

Jabra Pro 9400 series, Jabra go 6470, Jabra gN9350e,  

Jabra gN9330e, Jabra gN9120 eHs** and Jabra gN2125 series 

* see Jabra compatibility overview or consult your Jabra sales manager or 

distributor for the right solution 

** Versions that support dHsg eHs mode.

Jabra LiNk™ 14201-17

Jabra eHs adapter  
for PoLYcom PHoNes.

 - eHs adapter enabling electronic Hook switch control (eHs) for Polycom® 

soundPoint® iP phones

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume and 

mute the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters away from 

their desk (wireless range depending on headset selected)

 - Plug-and-play solution; no mechanical device needed

 - compatible with the following Polycom soundPoint iP phones: 320*/330*,  

430, 550, 560 and 650

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets:  

Jabra Pro 9400 series, Jabra go 6470, Jabra gN9350e, Jabra gN9330e,  

Jabra gN9120 eHs** and Jabra gN9125 series 

* requires 2.5mm to rJ-9 adapter, available from Polycom 

** Versions that support dHsg eHs mode.

Jabra gN1000

greater convenience
eNabLes trUe wireLess freedom.

 - true wireless headset freedom for telephone systems not  

providing electronic hook switch functionality

 - remote answer/end of call capability

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume and mute  

the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters away from their desk  

(wireless range depending on headset selected)

 - special magnetic field technology prevents “false call” problems

 - works with virtually any desk phone

 - works with the following Jabra wireless headsets: Jabra Pro 9400 series,  

Jabra go 6470, Jabra gN9350e, Jabra gN9330e and Jabra gN9120/ 

Jabra gN9125 series

poascwuci
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Jabra LiNk™ 14201-20 Jabra LiNk™ 14201-22

Jabra eHs adapter  
for cisco UNified iP PHoNes.

 -  eHs adapter enabling electronic Hook switch control (eHs) for  

cisco Unified iP phones

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume 

and mute the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters 

away from their desk (wireless range depending on headset selected)

 - compatible with the following cisco Unified iP phones: 7942g, 7945g, 

7962g, 7965g and 7975g

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets:  

Jabra Pro 9400 series and Jabra go 6470

Jabra eHs adapter  
for sHoreteL PHoNes.

 - eHs adapter enabling the essential ring tone signaling for the existing 

hook switch solution for shoretel iP phones

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume 

and mute the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters 

away from their desk (wireless range depending on headset selected)

 - compatible with the following shoretel phones: iP 565g, iP 560g,  

iP 560, iP 265, iP 230, iP 230g and iP 212k 

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets:  

Jabra Pro 9400 series, Jabra go 6470, Jabra gN9350e,  

Jabra gN9330e and Jabra gN9120/Jabra gN9125 series

Jabra eHs adapter  
for aLcateL PHoNes.

 - eHs adapter enabling electronic Hook switch control (eHs) for alcatel iP touch extended 

edition phones

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust volume and mute the call 

from the Jabra wireless headset up to 150 meters away from their desk (wireless range 

depending on headset selected)

 - compatible with the following alcatel phones: alcatel iP touch extended edition phones 

4028 ee, 4038 ee and 4068 ee

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets: Jabra Pro 9400 series, Jabra 

go 6470, Jabra gN9350e, Jabra gN9330e, Jabra gN9120 eHs* and Jabra gN9125 series 

* Versions that support dHsg eHs mode.

Jabra eHs adapter 
for tosHiba PHoNes.

 - eHs adapter enabling the essential ring tone signaling for the 

existing hook switch solution for toshiba phones

 - enables users to hear ring tones, answer and end calls, adjust 

volume and mute the call from the Jabra wireless headset up to  

150 meters away from their desk (wireless range depending on 

headset selected)

 - compatible with the following toshiba phones: dP5022-sd, 

dP5022-sdm, dP5032-sd, dP5122-sd, dP5130-fsdL, dP5130-sdL, 

dP5132-sd, iP5022-sd, iP5122-sd, iP5122-sdc, iP5131-sdL and 

iP5132-sd

 - works with the following Jabra wireless office headsets:  

Jabra Pro 9400 series, Jabra go 6470, Jabra gN9350e,  

Jabra gN9330e and Jabra gN9120/Jabra gN9125 series

Jabra LiNk™ 220 Usb adapter

future-proof softpHone
adaPter for corded Headsets.

 - Plug-and-play with no software to install

 - enhanced sound and noise-filtering with dsP technology

 - safeguards your hearing and helps comply with the strict Noise-at-work 

legislation through Jabra Pc suite

 - connects to all Jabra corded Qd headsets

Jabra LiNk™ 280 Usb adapter

future-proof softpHone 
aNd Bluetooth®-adaPter witH iNLiNe caLL coNtroLs.

 - switch seamlessly between Pc-based iP telephony and mobile phone calls

 - inline call controls: answer/end calls, adjust volume and mute the microphone

 - Programmable softbuttons for individual preference

 - enhanced sound and noise-filtering with dsP technology

 - safeguards your hearing and helps comply with the strict Noise-at-work  

legislation through Jabra Pc suite

 - connects to all Jabra corded Qd headsets

-- Bluetooth® connection to mobile phone

Jabra LiNk™ 180 

sWitcH to unified 
communications.
 - switch seamlessly between desk and softphone using the same headset

 - manual switch for simple, hassle-free operation

 - compatible with all leading brands of desk and softphones

 - enables use of Jabra Qd headsets with Pc-based softphones
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Jabra Wireless Headset solutions

speakerpHones

Jabra corded Headset solutions
including amplifiers, lifter eHs, cords, adapters and links 

 Jabra Pro™ 9470  Jabra Pro™ 9465 duo Jabra Pro™ 9460  Jabra go™ 6470 Jabra go™ 6430

Jabra gN2000 iP/
Jabra LiNk™ 280

Jabra biZ™ 1900 Jabra biZ™ 1900 Usb  Jabra biZ™ 620  Jabra diaL™ 520 UsbJabra go™ 660Jabra gN9330e UsbJabra gN9350e Jabra gN9330e

Jabra eHs adapters Jabra eHs adapters Jabra eHs adapters Jabra LiNk™ 280 
Jabra LiNk™ 220

Jabra sPeak™ 410

 Jabra biZ™ 2400 Jabra biZ™ 2400 Usb Jabra gN2100  Jabra gN2000  Jabra gN2000 Usb

Jabra LiNk™ 180

Jabra gN8210 Jabra gN8000 Jabra LiNk mobiLe Jabra amplifiers
Jabra gN9120 midi Jabra gN9120 flex Jabra gN9120 micro Jabra gN9120 duo

Jabra gN1000
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gN Netcom is a leading specialist in handsfree solutions that help people communicate freely in any location and across any voice communication platform. the cc&o 
division develops and sells Uc-ready headsets for contact centers and offices and the mobile division provides headsets for mobile phones and speakerphones for the car. 
gN Netcom markets the headsets globally under the Jabra brand. by the end of 2009, gN Netcom had about 850 employees and is a subsidiary of gN store Nord a/s. 
read more at www.jabra.com
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www.Jabra.com

Jabra® is a registered trademark of gN Netcom a/s
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